
SOLUTION PROFILE

Gain Visibility and Control of Application 
Silos, Ensure Compliance

Take Control  
of Unstructured  
Data With a 
Communication 
Governance Solution 

Implementing a compliance solution is a required cost of doing business, and your organization 

most likely already has a solution in place. However, new collaboration and communication tools and 

infiltration of user devices are challenging the competencies of compliance solutions. The extent to 

which data can remain secure, or that your solution can respond quickly to an e-discovery investigation 

and keep pace with changing requirements is often not addressed until a problem arises. Without the 

right infrastructure platform, completing a data query or investigation becomes a resource-intensive 

process. Indeed, a survey found that users waste 30 minutes per day searching for documents they 

need1. Compliance teams often have to search across all of their silos separately, even turning to outside 

groups to help, exposing sensitive information, and potentially compromising the 

integrity of the investigation. Many times, this task is assigned to IT, pulling them away 

from their core responsibilities and leaves organizations scrambling to fill the void.

 1 https://www.m-files.com/Content/documents/en/res/ECM_Stats_White_Paper.pdf

https://www.hitachivantara.com
https://www.m-files.com/Content/documents/en/res/ECM_Stats_White_Paper.pdf
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There are three key elements to establishing control of your unstructured data with a 
communication governance solution. Hitachi Content Platform keeps data protected, 
accessible and ready to answer compliance challenges.

Data Compliance Solutions Tasked To 
Protect and Govern Are Constantly 
Changing
The effort and cost associated with completing an investigation can quickly become unsustainable. 
Furthermore, without a solution that enables easy adherence to best practices, investigation processes 
yield inconsistent results. Failure to respond to investigations properly can lead to serious consequences 
and large fines. Organizations need an object storage solution that will allow them to keep pace with 
regulatory compliance demands, adapt to relevant technological innovations, and exercise greater 
governance and control over data. 

Hitachi Content Platform (HCP) Delivers the Ideal Foundation for Solving the 
Communication Governance Puzzle 

With HCP as the foundation for a communication governance solution, you can consolidate data from 
application silos. Built-in metadata query capabilities allow searches across all data, without leveraging IT 
resources. Respond to queries and investigations quickly while protecting the integrity of your search. Make 
sensitive data immutable and auditable. Define your own data access and retention policies and eliminate the 
regulatory compliance burden.

Beyond compliance and governance, HCP provides the ideal ecosystem to support existing content-centric 
applications and contemporary cloud workloads, simultaneously. HCP’s flexible and adaptable architecture 
supports traditional applications. It serves as the repository for newer Web 2.0, Amazon S3-enabled cloud, big 
data, mobile sync and share, remote and branch office, file and open source application data, all from a single 
point of management.

See the Hitachi Vantara Communication Governance Solution

https://www.hds.com/en-us/products-solutions/storage/content-platform.html?icid=as_glo_en_cndjwi9
https://www.hds.com/en-us/products-solutions/storage/content-platform.html?icid=as_glo_en_ikojyn3
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Eliminate Communication Silos
Consolidate data from all communication 
applications, such as voice, email, instant 
messaging and more. Search across all data 
simultaneously and expeditiously, saving your 
compliance team countless hours.  

Respond to investigations faster. 

Hitachi Content Platform Brings Key 
Benefits to Communication Governance 

Be Future-Ready
HCP has broad set of protocols to support 
integration of third-party, cloud and custom 
applications with a centrally governed and 
managed storage repository that supports  
lines of business, IT and regulatory needs.

Enable your data for a digital transformation. 

Protect the Integrity of Your Data 
HCP offers a rich set of features to make sensitive 
data tamperproof with “write once, read many” 
(WORM) functionality, along with encryption based 
on an algorithm approved by the U.S. National 
Security Agency. 

Keep your data ready. 

Visibility and Control Over All Data, No Matter 
Where It Lives
With HCP, you can maintain visibility and control 
over all of your data, both on-site and in the cloud. 

Know your data is always in the right place at 

the right time.  

Empower Secure Mobility
The HCP portfolio also delivers a secure way 
to synchronize, share and protect user data 
while driving greater collaboration and employee 
productivity.

Work from anywhere, anytime, and from any 

device. 

Communication Governance Solution  
■■ Consolidate data across all of your application silos to 
exercise greater visibility and control. 

■■ Empower your compliance teams to search across all 
data, to respond to queries, audits and investigations 
quickly, and avoid costly financial penalties.

■■ Offload IT and other nonessential groups from legal 
searches and investigations, and protect the integrity 
of your data sets.

Ready your IT environment for a digital transformation. Lay 
the foundation to deploy cloud, data mobility and more.  
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Rabobank Entrusts 
HCP To Manage 
Compliance 
Requirements
To centralize its application information under one 
roof, Rabobank turned to Hitachi Vantara to build a 
cutting-edge ingest-and-search platform based on 
Hitachi Content Platform. This solution automates 
collation, security and indexing of both structured 
and unstructured data from across the business.

■■ Deploy a single, central and secure repository for 
communications data from multiple sources.

■■ Rely upon an immutable data source that is fully 
auditable. 

■■ Execute compliance investigations rapidly and 
securely, across global business units. 

The regulatory landscape is constantly 
shifting. Hitachi Content Platform 
enables compliance investigations to 
be completed rapidly and securely, 
across global business units. Most 
importantly, HCP gives Rabobank 
control of its data, with a flexible, 
comprehensive solution and the ability 
to meet future compliance needs.

Walter Hendricks
Business Change Manager for Global 
Compliance, Financial Crimes Unit, 
Rabobank
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Next Steps
Break down the barriers of information silos. Search across all data and keep pace with the evolving 
regulatory landscape in a way that benefits IT as well as the overall business. Take these five steps to gain 
control of your application silos today. Ensure communication governance with Hitachi Content Platform. 

Read a white paper on information governance. 

Get an analyst’s perspective on HCP and compliance in the EU. 

Discover how other organizations have succeeded with the HCP portfolio. 

Learn more about Hitachi Content Platform. 

Read how Rabobank was able to tackle its communication 
governance challenges and gain visibility and control over its 
data with Hitachi Content Platform.

Hitachi Vantara At a Glance 
Your data is the key to new revenue, better customer experiences and lower costs. With technology and expertise, 
Hitachi Vantara drives data to meaningful outcomes. 
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